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To investigate the effect of surface roughness on the calculation of optical constants, e.g., the

complex refractive index nþ ik or (n; k) of CuIn1�xGaxSe2 (CIGSe) thin films, we took CuInSe2

(CISe) and CuGaSe2 (CGSe) as examples and applied the “Modified Transfer-Matrix (MTM)”

method to calculate optical constants with considering the effect of scattering due to surface

roughness. Compared to the Transfer-Matrix (TM) method without considering surface roughness,

it was revealed that the MTM method could improve the accuracy of calculation. The calculated

refractive index values from the MTM method increase by 6.89% for CISe and 2.59% for CGSe in

contrast to those from the TM method. In addition, bromine solution was confirmed via Scanning

Electron Microscopy and Atomic Force Microscopy to be able to reduce the surface roughness.

Calculated results from smoothened samples showed that the accuracy of calculated optical

constants was further improved. Finally, optical constants calculated by the MTM method were

compared to those from smoothened samples, validating that the MTM method could eliminate the

influence of surface roughness on the calculation of optical constants more effectively for CGSe

with low surface roughness than for CISe with high surface roughness. VC 2013 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4809550]

I. INTRODUCTION

The application of polycrystalline chalcopyrite

CuIn1�xGaxSe2 (CIGSe) thin films for solar cells has been

extensively investigated since the early 1980s (Ref. 1) and

an efficiency beyond 20% has been proven on lab scale.2

The optical constants (complex refractive index nþ ik or

(n; k)) of each film in the CIGSe solar cell are the basic pa-

rameters for quantitative calculation of the absorption pro-

file. They thereby provide the potential to optimize the

structure optically, such as reducing the reflectance and min-

imizing the thickness of the absorber layer,3 which is espe-

cially important for the ultra-thin and transparent solar

cells.4 In the stacked-layer structure of a CIGSe solar cell,

the CIGSe film serves as the absorber and plays the most im-

portant role in the solar cell. To achieve the goal of simulat-

ing this layer, accurate optical constants of CIGSe thin films

are highly desirable.

Although optical constants of CIGSe compounds have

already been studied in the past for bulk materials as well as

for thin films,3,5–8 the influence of surface roughness was not

considered specifically in most cases. But we will see that

the surface roughness can play a significant role in the inves-

tigation of optical constants. It is thus of high importance

and necessity to re-investigate the optical constants consider-

ing the influence of surface roughness.

The optical constants of solids can, in principle, be

obtained by either polarimetric or photometric methods. In

this paper, we focus on macroscopic T/R measurements

related to the class of photometric methods. From the meas-

ured T/R, we apply the Fresnel coefficients-based Transfer-

Matrix (TM) method3,9 to calculate the optical constants of

the thin films. This approach is widely used for its simplic-

ity10 and the same illumination geometry as in the solar

cell.3 It can deal with both coherent propagation of light

through smooth thin films and incoherent propagation

through thick substrates. However, CIGSe films usually ex-

hibit relatively high surface roughness,11,12 which can lead

to scattering (partially coherent propagation) within the films

and results in substantial intensity reduction of reflectance

(R) and transmittance (T) especially at short wavelengths.13

To consider the roughness and overcome this difficulty, we

introduce modified Fresnel coefficients into the TM method

(MTM) compensating for the loss of measured R=T of real

films due to the surface roughness and correlate measured

R=T to the corresponding calculated parts for the same, but

perfectly smooth surface.14 The MTM method has been

applied to investigate the influence of surface and interface

roughness on R=T.15,16 We will apply the MTM method

inversely to calculate the optical constants and study how the

method affects the calculation of optical constants.

In this work, CuInSe2 (CISe) and CuGaSe2 (CGSe) films

were taken to obtain experimental data. Optical constants of

CISe and CGSe were calculated with and without surface

roughness consideration. In addition, CISe and CGSe films

were smoothened with bromine solution and the according

calculated optical constants were compared to those obtained

by the MTM method.a)Email: guanchao.yin@helmholtz-berlin.de

0021-8979/2013/113(21)/213510/6/$30.00 VC 2013 AIP Publishing LLC113, 213510-1
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II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

A. Sample preparation, surface roughness
determination, and optical measurements

CISe and CGSe films were deposited onto microscope

slides via the standard 3-stage co-evaporation process2 at a

substrate temperature of 610 �C. The original thickness

ranges from 300 to 400 nm. Aqueous bromine solution was

shown to be able to reduce the surface roughness of CISe

and CGSe.17 In this work, the bromine was diluted with

water with a concentration of 0.02 mol/l. The whole smooth-

ening process was performed at room temperature: the sam-

ples were submerged in the bromine solution for 4 min and

then rinsed with distilled water and pure ethanol, finally

dried with N2 for further measurements. KCN etching was

then done to remove the residual Se on the surface.17

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Atomic Force

Microscopy (AFM) were used to determine the surface

roughness of the films before and after smoothening. Optical

measurements were carried out using an UV-Vis spectropho-

tometer with an integrating sphere, which enables to measure

total transmittance (Ttot), total reflectance (Rtot), and its dif-

fuse parts. Then the specular transmittance (Tspe) and specu-

lar reflectance (Rspe) can be calculated by subtracting the

diffuse from the total part.

B. Calculation of optical constants

The TM method allows to obtain analytical expressions

of transmittance (Tcal) and reflectance (Rcal) of a layer stack

as a function of optical constants and thickness of each layer.

By comparing the analytical expressions to the measured

R=T, parameters like optical constants can, in principle, be

determined. The TM method assumes that each layer is opti-

cally homogenous and isotropic, and the interface between

layers is smooth. Fig. 1 illustrates the layer-stacking struc-

ture of the samples in our experiment. The structure is com-

posed of 4 media: air (a)/a thin layer (b)/an optically thick

layer (c)/air (d) and is under normal incidence of light from

the thin film (CIGSe) side. The thicknesses of the CIGSe

film (medium b) and the substrate (medium c) can be meas-

ured; the optical constants of the substrate (nc; kc) and of air

(Na ¼ Nd ¼ 1) are known. Then two implicit equations (Eqs.

(1) and (2)) can be determined by the TM method with varia-

bles of optical constants of CIGSe (nb; kb) for each

wavelength3

RcalðnbðkÞ; kbðkÞÞ � RtotðkÞ ¼ 0; (1)

TcalðnbðkÞ; kbðkÞÞ � TtotðkÞ ¼ 0: (2)

Here, k is the wavelength. For flat interfaces, RtotðkÞ and

TtotðkÞ are equal to the specular parts RspeðkÞ and TspeðkÞ,
respectively. In principle, nbðkÞ; kbðkÞ can be solved based

on the Eqs. (1) and (2). However, multiple solutions exist

due to the implicit nature of the two equations.

In the following, we will illustrate how to obtain the an-

alytical expressions for Tcal and Rcal based on the TM

method.

1. TM method

The TM method has been investigated in detail to calcu-

late the R=T for a stacked structure.18,19 In the following, we

will present how the TM method works for the sample struc-

ture in our work. In Fig. 1, at each interface in this layer

stack, one part of the incident light will be transmitted to the

adjacent medium and the other part reflected. Thereby the

electric field of the electromagnetic wave in each medium is

divided into two parts: the forward component Eþ and the

backward component E�. The electric field amplitudes Eþ

and E� in each layer and subsequently Tcal and Rcal can be

connected by the TM method.

The electric fields at both sides of each interface are

defined by

�
Eþm

E�m

�
¼ Mm;mþ1

�
Eþmþ1

E�mþ1

�
; (3)

where Mm;mþ1 ¼
1

tm;mþ1

�
1 rm;mþ1

rm;mþ1 1

�
: (4)

tm;mþ1 and rm;mþ1 are the transmission and reflection Fresnel

coefficient, respectively, and they are a function of the com-

plex refractive index of the media forming the interface.

The electric fields at the left and right side of the mth

layer are related by

�
Eþm1

E�m1

�
¼ Dm

�
Eþm2

E�m2

�
; (5)

where Dm ¼
�

e�ihm 0

0 eihm

�
: (6)

hm is the phase shift of light propagating through the mth

layer, and is given by hm ¼ 2pNmdm=k. Nm and dm are the

complex refractive index and the thickness of the mth layer,

respectively. For our case, we could apply the matrix trans-

formations deduced above to connect the electric field ampli-

tudes Ea and Ed�
Eþa
E�a

�
¼ Ma;bDbMb;cDcMc;d

�
Eþd
0

�

¼
�

T11 T12

T21 T22

�
DcMc;d

�
Eþd
0

�
: (7)

FIG. 1. Schematic of the stacked structure for the determination of optical

constants.
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In order to deal with coherent propagation within thin

films and incoherent propagation through thick substrates,

Harbecke proposed to decompose the layer structure into

thin and thick sub-layer structures, then square the electric

field amplitude separately.20 The relationship of the incident

(Iin), the reflected (Ir), and the transmitted (It) light intensity

for our experimental layer structure can be finally gained as

follows:

�
Iin

Ir

�
¼ jT11j2

1 �
����T12

T11

����
2

����T21

T11

����
2 ����T11T22�T21T12

T11

����
2

�
�����T21T12

ðT11Þ2

����
2

0
BBB@

1
CCCA
�
je�ihb j2 0

0 jeihb j2
� 1

jtc;dj2
�jrd;cj2

jtc;dj2

jrc;dj2

jtc;dj2
jtc;dtd;cj2 � jrc;drd;cj2

jtc;dj2

0
BBBB@

1
CCCCA
�

It

0

�

¼
�

S11 S12

S21 S22

��
It

0

�
: (8)

So it is easy to derive the analytical expressions of Tcal

and Rcal

Rcal ¼
S21

S11

; (9)

Tcal ¼
1

S11

: (10)

2. MTM method

However, the TM method could not treat the partially

coherent propagation of light (scattered part), which usually

results from interface roughness. In order to take the inter-

face roughness into account and consider the influence of

scattered light, the TM method was modified by introducing

the modified Fresnel coefficients (abbreviated as MTM

method)14

r0a;b ¼ ra;b exp½�2ð2pr=kÞ2na
2�; (11)

r0b;a ¼ rb;a exp½�2ð2pr=kÞ2nb
2�; (12)

t0a;b ¼ ta;b exp � 2pr
k

� �2

ðna � nbÞ2=2

" #
; (13)

t0b;a ¼ tb;a exp � 2pr
k

� �2

ðna � nbÞ2=2

" #
: (14)

Here, r is the surface roughness in terms of root mean square

(RMS) value, and r0a;b, r0b;a, t0a;b, and t0b;a denote the corre-

sponding modified Fresnel coefficients. It should be noted

here that only the roughness at the interface between air and

the CIGSe film is taken into account for our case, because

the scattering effect of the interface between the substrate

and the CIGSe film is neglected due to the relatively smooth

surface of the microscope slide. Since the MTM method can

establish the relationship of the specular components RspeðkÞ
and TspeðkÞ on real films to the corresponding RtotðkÞ and

TtotðkÞ on ideally flat films by introducing the modified

Fresnel coefficients, RtotðkÞ and TtotðkÞ are substituted by the

specular components on real films. Subsequently, Eqs. (1)

and (2) evolve to

R0calðnbðkÞ; kbðkÞÞ � RspeðkÞ ¼ 0; (15)

T0calðnbðkÞ; kbðkÞÞ � TspeðkÞ ¼ 0: (16)

R0calðkÞ and T0calðkÞ are the analytical expressions of reflec-

tance and transmittance after introducing the modified

Fresnel coefficients in Eqs. (11)–(14).

A program based on the equations above was developed

via the software WOLFRAM MATHEMATICA and enables to calcu-

late (nb; kb) data for each wavelength and extract the physi-

cally meaningful optical constants from multiple solutions.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig. 2 compares the top view of CGSe and CISe before

and after smoothening. Images taken with SEM and AFM

both show that the surface of CGSe and CISe was smooth-

ened after etching with bromine solution. The surface rough-

ness (RMS) r was reduced from 9 nm to 3 nm for CGSe and

from 20 nm to 10 nm for CISe. These smoothened samples

will be used as references and to verify that the MTM

method can improve the accuracy of the computation of opti-

cal constants in the following.

In Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), we can see that the interference

fringes of Rtot after etching shift for both samples. This is

attributed to the fact that the bromine solution can reduce the

thickness of the films as well (from 300 to 265 nm for CGSe

and 270 to 158 nm for CISe) while smoothing the surface in

our samples.17 Above the bandgap (k< 1230 nm for CISe

and<730 nm for CGSe), the interference amplitude gradu-

ally shrinks with decreasing the wavelength, which results

from destructive effects of absorption and surface scattering.

After smoothening, Rtot of both CGSe and CISe increases

overall in the short wavelength, especially for CISe where

the absolute reduction of surface roughness is bigger. At the

same time, Rdif of CISe drops sharply after smoothening, but

is still relatively large. For the sample CGSe, Rdif is negligi-

ble compared to that of CISe due to the relatively smaller

surface roughness. Rdif stems from the surface scattering and

213510-3 Yin, Merschjann, and Schmid J. Appl. Phys. 113, 213510 (2013)
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is closely related to the surface roughness. After smoothen-

ing, the surface roughness is reduced, which is confirmed by

Fig. 2. The reduced surface roughness can then weaken the

scattering of light, which is in accordance with the drop of

Rdif of CISe in Fig. 3.

In Figs. 3(c) and 3(d), the curves of computed refractive

index values for CGSe and CISe are presented: multiple n
solutions (expressed in the symbol of ~n) are observed. To

begin with, we should stress that the existence of multiple

solutions, which originates from the nature of the complex

implicit equations (Eqs. (1) and (2)), is the main disadvant-

age of the TM method. In addition, the reflectance (R) is

more sensitive to the surface roughness than the transmit-

tance (T) and the multiplicity of solutions for n is more com-

plicated in contrast to that of the absorption coefficient

(k).Therefore, R and n are mainly taken to illustrate the effect

of the surface roughness.

Taking the multiple n solution curves of ~nRou
TM , calculated

with the TM method without considering surface roughness

for the two samples before smoothening, as examples, one

feature can be observed: the multiplicity of solutions forms

solution branches. Theoretically, the solution branches

should coincide tangentially and form a continuous disper-

sion curve, which the physically meaningful values corre-

spond to.10 However, the adjacent solution branches fail to

be in good tangency, and discontinuities (called branch gaps)

appear especially in the short wavelength range. This signi-

fies that no physically meaningful value can be found at the

branch gaps. Besides, the branch gaps tend to widen with

decreasing wavelength. There are many factors in the experi-

ments, which reduce the applicability of the TM method to

the practical situation and thus lead to the occurrence of

branch gaps.9,10 Among these factors, the main one is related

to the scattering of light from rough surfaces, which leads to

FIG. 3. Total (Rtot) and diffuse (Rdif )

reflectance of samples (a) CGSe and (b)

CISe, multiple solutions (~n) of refractive

index of (c) CGSe and (d) CISe both

before and after smoothening. Superscripts

“Rou” and “Smo” correspond to that the

measurement (R) or the calculation (~n) is

done for the samples before smoothening

and after smoothening, respectively. ~nTM

indicates that the multiple n solutions are

calculated by the TM method without con-

sidering surface roughness and ~nMTM that

the MTM method considering surface

roughness was applied. The green cross-

dotted lines in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) mark the

physically meaningful values selected out

of the multiple solution curves ~nRou
TM from

CGSe and CISe, respectively.

FIG. 2. Top views of samples CGSe and

CISe both before and after smoothening.
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interference shrinkage and intensity reduction of R=T com-

pared to smooth surfaces.13,16,18,21 The CIGSe films exhibit a

certain surface roughness (Fig. 2), and the scattering exists.

But the TM method requires the interfaces in the layer struc-

ture to be perfectly flat and there is no scattering. Therefore,

for the practically measured R=T, the TM method is less ap-

plicable. The calculated optical constants then deviate from

inherent values, solution branches fail to coincide tangen-

tially, and branch gaps form.

The scattering effect is consistent with surface rough-

ness and more pronounced with decreasing wavelength. For

high surface roughness, in the short wavelength range, the

measured R=T will deviate more from the ideal values on the

flat surface. Thereby the branch gaps in solution curves ~nRou
TM

from both samples tend to widen as the wavelength

decreases. Besides, the curve ~nRou
TM from CISe exhibits wider

branch gaps than that from CGSe due to the higher surface

roughness of CISe compared to CGSe.

To reduce the negative effect of surface roughness on the

calculation of optical constants, both CGSe and CISe were

smoothened. The TM method is expected to suit the smooth-

ened samples much better due to the much smaller effect of

scattering. Multiple n solution curves for each smoothened

sample ~nSmo
TM are also shown in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d). Comparing

the curve ~nSmo
TM (after smoothening) to ~nRou

TM (before smoothen-

ing) for each sample clearly shows that the results are in

agreement with our theoretical analysis. The continuity

improves for the calculations of both smoothened samples:

branch gaps largely narrow or even disappear. For the smooth-

ened CGSe with very low surface roughness (r¼ 3 nm), the

scattering effect is negligible. However, the branch gaps in

~nSmo
TM still exist. It should be noted that it is of extreme diffi-

culty to get a completely continuous curve without any tiny

branch gaps even for a perfectly smooth sample. This is

because any uncertainties, such as voids within the film,22

thickness inhomogeneity,10 a thin oxide layer on the surface,9

the measured error of the thickness,14 imperfect monochroma-

ticity23 of measured incident light, can reduce the applicability

of the TM method and lead to branch gaps as well.

As stated theoretically above, the MTM method can

compensate for the effect of surface roughness directly

without smoothening the samples. The MTM method was

applied for the samples CGSe and CISe without smoothen-

ing. The multiple solution n curves (~nRou
MTM) are illustrated in

Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) as well. It can be clearly observed for

each sample that the continuity of the curve ~nRou
MTM (consid-

ering roughness) also improves in contrast to ~nRou
TM (not

considering roughness). This is due to the fact that the r=k
factor in the MTM method considers the surface roughness-

induced scattering. However, the continuity of ~nRou
MTM fails to

go to the extent that ~nSmo
TM curves from smoothened samples

can reach. This implies that the MTM method can only par-

tially consider for the effect of surface roughness. To

explain this point, we should go back to the theory and re-

check the validation assumptions of the MTM method.14

Among them, the surface roughness r should be much

smaller compared to the wavelength of incident light k
(r=k�1). When this requirement is not completely ful-

filled, the effect of multiple reflection24 will become stron-

ger and the MTM method will fail to fully calibrate

measured R=T.

For quantitative illustration of the changes of n values

after applying the MTM method to the rough samples and

the TM method to the smoothened samples compared to the

application of the TM method to the rough samples, the

physically meaningful n values from all ~n curves were

extracted and are shown in Fig. 4. The solution branches

should form a continuous line (physically meaningful n
curve) around n¼ 3 for ideally smooth CISe and CGSe; for

practical samples with surface roughness, branch gaps exist

in the short wavelength range and a spline function3 was

used to deal with the branch gaps of multiple n solution

curves (for more details about the selecting criteria and

related, see Ref. 3). Two cross-dotted lines in Figs. 3(c) and

3(d) are shown as examples for the physically meaningful n
curves extracted from the multiple solution curve ~nRou

TM for

each sample (To avoid confusion, only the two exemplary n
curves are presented in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d)).

In Fig. 4, physically meaningful n curves were extracted

from all multiple solution curves ~n in Fig. 3. The physically

meaningful curve nRou
TM results from the multiple solution curve

~nRou
TM and likewise for the rest. ~nSmo

TM was calculated from

smoothened sample and has the highest continuity among all

multiple solution curves for each sample. The corresponding

extracted n values (nSmo
TM ) are thus regarded most comparable

to the inherent values. In the following, nSmo
TM are approxi-

mately considered as the inherent values and will serve as the

standard values. From Fig. 4, we can see that the curve nRou
MTM

increases in the short wavelength range and approaches nSmo
TM

further compared to nRou
TM for each sample. This implies that

the MTM method can improve the accuracy of the calculation

and partially calibrate the effect of surface scattering.

P, given as
nRou

MTM�nRou
TM

nRou
TM

, is used to quantify the increased

amplitude of the n value after applying the MTM method for

FIG. 4. Physically meaningful n data of

CGSe (a) and CISe (b) extracted from

corresponding curves in Figs. 3(c) and

3(d), respectively (nRou
TM originates from

~nRou
TM and likewise for the rest). The dot-

ted line corresponds that the values are

from Orgassa in Ref. 3. P denotes
nRou

MTM�nRou
TM

nRou
TM

. P, less than 1%, is regarded as

the experimental error.
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both samples. The increased amplitude declines gradually as

the wavelength increases in both P curves. Additionally, the

overall increased amplitude (average of
P

P over the wave-

length range where P> 1%) is much lower for CGSe (2.59%)

than for CISe (6.89%), in general. This is due to the fact that

the r=k factor in the modified Fresnel coefficients can

increase the corrected R and the increased amplitude propor-

tionally depends on r=k.14 As it was proven both in our simu-

lation and in literature,10 higher R indicates higher n value;

higher roughness value introduced in the MTM method can

thus result in higher increased amplitude of n value.

AFM images in Fig. 2 show that the surface roughness of

CISe (r¼ 20 nm) is much higher than that of CGSe

(r¼ 10 nm). The increase of the n value of CISe (P for CISe)

is thus bigger than that of CGSe (P for CGSe) after applying

the MTM method. As the wavelength keeps increasing, the

factor r=k decreases with it. Therefore, the increasing effect

for n brought by the factor r=k will be gradually reduced.

This agrees with the changing trend of both P curves (for

P< 1%, the change is regarded as experimental error).

For comparison, the refractive indexes of CISe and

CGSe from Orgassa3 are displayed in Fig. 4 as well. These

data were also calculated by the MT method without taking

surface roughness into account. As can be seen, the refrac-

tive indexes from Orgassa are generally a little higher than

our values but still in good agreement. The observed dis-

crepancy is most likely to stem from the samples them-

selves. This is because the morphology and structure of

CIGSe thin films are very sensitive to preparation parame-

ters and thus the optical constants possibly change as well.

Besides, the discrepancy implies that it is of crucial impor-

tance to obtain the practical optical constants of the samples

for further accurate application. Nevertheless, we stress

more the surface roughness model to obtain more accurate

optical constants than the calculated values themselves in

this paper.

As we stated above, the MTM method can partially

compensate for the effect of surface roughness. To illustrate

the degree of the improvement of the MTM method for both

CGSe and CISe, nRou
MTM values need to be compared to the in-

herent values. Inherent values are replaced by nSmo
TM values

due to the high comparability we analyzed above. We define

the conformity ratio G to describe the degree of improve-

ment. G denotes the average value of
P nRou

MTM

nSmo
TM

above the

bandgap since the obvious difference locates mainly in this

spectrum range. Obviously, a higher G value implies higher

conformity to the inherent values. It is calculated that the G

value for CGSe (G¼ 0.979) is higher than that for CISe

(G¼ 0.954). As can be obviously seen in Fig. 4, nRou
MTM values

for CGSe approach to the corresponding nSmo
TM values much

closer than CISe, which indicates that the MTM method is

applicable much better for CGSe with low surface roughness

than for CISe with high surface roughness. This is in accord-

ance with the assumption of r=k� 1 stated above. CGSe is

more in line with the assumption than CISe, thereby the con-

formity factor G for CGSe is higher.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, optical constants of CISe and CGSe were

calculated by applying the TM or the MTM method to mac-

roscopic optical measurements of R/T. The MTM method

was proposed to calculate the optical constants taking sur-

face roughness into account and compared to the TM method

without taking surface roughness into account. For both

CISe and CGSe, it was discovered that the MTM method

could improve the continuity of the multiple-solution n
curves and enhance the accuracy of the calculation. In con-

trast to the optical constants from relatively smooth CGSe

and CISe, the MTM method was proven to be effective in

considering the influence of surface roughness for both sam-

ples and has better applicability for CGSe with low surface

roughness than CISe with high surface roughness.
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